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EqCUTIVE SUMMARN6 ' r

,

----.
This study examines the educational and occupational aspirations and preferences of

Eskimo students versus white students mj the north. Data for this study were drawn from a
survey of 323 Yup'ik Eskimo high school students in the Lower Yukon region and 117
whity high school students in Fairbanks. Students were asked (1; what types of jObs they
sass /as desirable, (2) their occupational and educational aspirations, and (3) what types of
rewards they wanted from work?

Major Findings
We found no significant differences between our Eskimo ant white samples in their
aspirations for post-secondary education.

i

We did find differences between Eskimo and white stihjects in the patterns_th
followed in pursuing higher education. Neatly ki third of our Eskimo sample planne
to spend a year or twb after high school in their home villages before goihg to

0 ...

. college while white students preferred to go straight to college.

.

c.

1
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/

4

,

When we asked student.s: "what are the most desirable occupations?" we found little
difference between out. Eskimo and white sample populations. Both groups chose
professional Occupations as the "best" kinds of jobs and unskilled, blue-collar occu-
Pations as the least desirable kinds of jobs.

. Both groups most frequently aspire to professional, technical, or managerial jobs, al-
though a greater proportion of the White thati Eskimo students wanl these kinds of

.
jobs.

., We found that our Eskimo sUbjects were just as likely to want permanent, year-
round, full-timejobs as were urban whites. c

. . ,

Urban white subjects more frequently prefeiTed jobs that gave them leadership
respqnsibility, autonomy, and challenge than did their Eskimo counterparts. The

i differences between the groups were, however, small.

A majority of both groups preferred jabs that pffered advancement and security
over jobs that offered only higher pay.

.A.

Major Conclusions
' Our research does not. support the assumption of some educators that Eskimo student

are less interested in a college education or in preparing for professional, technical, or man-
agerial. careers. While there do seem to be differences in the kinds of rewards that rural
Eskimo and urban white students seek from jobs, the similarities between the two groups
clearly outweigh the differences.

.* Finally, the teasonal, part-time jobs commonly available in rural areas ke ifot the kind
of jobs that most students prefer. However, they may 'eventually take su h jobs because,
given the limited number and variety of jobs available in rural areas,,they have no choice.

,
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INTRODUdTION

In deciding how and what to teach, educators in
j rural' Alaska are forced to consider the difficult

questions of what the education will .be used for:
what are the educational plans and aspirations 'of
Native students? What kinds of jobs do Native
students want after they finish their education? Do
they prefer the types of jobs typically available in the
village, or would they be interested in other kinds of
occupational opportunities . if they had the right
siulls? As most educators are white, these questions
are frequently, asked in a comparative manner.. are
Native students different from white.Students in-their

\ plans and aspirations for the future? These. queitions
\ are not merely an expression of intellectual curiosity;

hey reflect educators' concerns for providing the
nd of education and guidance best suited to the

n eds of rural Native students.
To ascertain the occupational and educational

plans and preferences of Native student's in the
.,.

villages and to determine if these are indeed different
frOm those of their urban white counterparts in the
North, we asked a sample froin each group about
their future plans anid aspirations and also about the
kinds of job experie&es they desired. By comparing
their responses, we were able to measure similarities
and differences between the two groups on a range of
educational and occupational dimensions.

Observsers of the rural Alaskan economy have
noted th many Nativesparticularly menfollow .
patterns f intermittent work rather than year-round,
full-tim employment (Kleinfeld, Kruse, and Travis, i
1981). hile thistiottern has been best documented
on the North Slope, it seems to prevail in other rural
areas as well.. I-Idwever, one musf question whether
this is a preference common to Natives, or is such
intermittent work merely a pragmatic response to
economic conditions? Do Natives actually, prefer the
nonprofessional, low-skilled jobs that they usually
hojci in the villages to professional and higher-skilled
jobs? Similarly, the results of at least done survey
could lead tbe readei, to think that Native students
have lower aspirations than do whites for further
education and training (Alaska Commission osti

Postsecondary Education, 1980). Is this indeed true,
or do Native students Allow a different pattern in
pursuing higher educationa pattern not revealed by
conventional sutveys of students' future plans?

. Moreover, we know very little about Native

1

s

students' preferences for occupational rewards. For
example, just holt, important are various extrin*
rewards in work (e.g., in6ome, prestige, and s,ecurity)
add intrinsic rewards (interest, challenge, responsibil-
ity, and autonomy) tcr theni? Do these rewards hold
the same relative importance for Native students as
they do for Northern white students? Finally,
serving the people" is a traditional Native value that

&immunity leaders consistently emphasize to their
youth. Are Native youth thus more interested in
occupations that "serve the people" than are their
Northern white counterparts?

In short, we wish to determine to what extent, if
any, village Eskimo students differ from.their urban
white counterparts in the kinds of jobs they want:the (

levels of education they seek, and the types of
rewards they prefer.

Organization of Paper

In the first two sections of this paper, we review
the relevant literature and describe the methods used
to gather our data.

The third section deals with the educational
aspirations and plans of rural Native and urban white
students. Our concern here is with how muc.h and
what type 2f postsecondary schooling students want.
Welook in particular 4 the difference between the
patterns that each of bur ethnic groups follows in

pursuing higher education.
The fourth section focuses on the occupational

aspirations of rural Native and urban: white stai-

dentswhat kind of jobs they want after they have
finished their eduediion and how tileir aspirations
compare to their parents' present occupations.

Finally, in the fifth section, we examine the
students' preferences for work situationsthe
Conditions of work and the values that students seek
through work.. The values we have studied are futher
broken down into two dimensions: extrinsic rewards
and intrinsic rewards. We are interested in how rural
Native and urban white students evaluate the various
rewards offered by different kinds of jobs.

In our conclusion, we discuss the similarities and
differences betWeeOrural Native and urban white'
students and the implications of these similarities or
tlifferences for educational practice in rural Alaska.

8



REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Three areas of the literature ork. occupations are
relevant to this paper. occupational prestige, occupa-
tional and educational aspiratiOns, and work prefer-
ences and. values. While a great number of studies
provide a wealth of information on prestige and
aspirations, we could find little information oh the
occupational_ preferences and values of students from
different ethnic groups.

Occupational prestige

Research' Ion occupational' prestige ratings show
that they are remarkably consistent across timeand
space (for a review of the research, see Featherman'
and Hauser, 1973; Treiman,' .1977). Studies con-
ducted among Northern peoples show a similat.
consistency (Smith, 1974; Smith, 1975). There is

s,some evidence, however, that under certain candi-
tons a rural-urban difference in prestige ratings may
occur (Cook, 1962; Sharda, 1472).

Of particular relevance to this paper are the
findings of Smith (1974) tmong Indians, Metis,
Eskimo, and Euro-Canadians in the Northwest
Temtones of Canada. He found that "each popula-
tion subgroup was essentially similar to every other"
in the prestige rating of occupations.

Occupational Aspirations

Another area. of relevant literature concerns the
occupational aspiratiohs of various ethnic groups.
These can be broken down into studies involving
urban samples and those involving rural samples, (Sur

pnmary concern is with rural populatiops. However,
as we have also collected data on an urban sample, we
will efly review three prominent studies comparing
three ethnic groups in an'urbin setting.

Urban Studies
AntonovskY (1967), analyzing data collected in

a "northern metro is," compared the occupational
aspirations o 8 lower-class black, white, and
Puerto Rica . , He reports little difference by
ethnicity. ilarly, Vrawford (1975) found, no
significant rence y ethnicity in ,a tri-ethnic
study came. it in Galveston, Texas. He concludes
that "the ethnic groups appear to be more similar
than different." 'The only variable for which Craw.

1

2

ford found statistically significant differences was
sex. Girls of all ethnic groups tended to have higher
aspirations than boys (Crawford, 1975. 66). Venegas
(1973), drawing his data from a random safnple of
599 Mao a,od Ke*Ap:Americaayoutli.inTexaa).7te..
ported that Anglo youth held significantly higher
occupational and educational. aspirationi. At the
same time, however, few respondents from either
ethnic goup aspired to lower-level occupational
categories. In short, major studies of urban groups
have shown few ethnic group differences in educa-
tional arid occupational aspirations.

Rural Studies
Edington and his associates (1975) cOnducted a

study of occupational aspirations and expectations in
rural New Mexico: .Their sample included 139 Native
Americans, 171 Anglo, and 240 Mexican-American
students.1 They found statistically significant differ-
ences between Native Americans and the other two
groups in the occupations to which they aspired:
Native Americani aspired to occupations that were
less professional han did the Anglo-Americans. Tut
when Edington nd his associates analyzed which jobs
students expected to get when they. finished their
schooling, they found , no significant differences by
ethnicity. Women, they fdtind, expected to get
significantly less professional jolp than did men.
Finally, they report that Native American males
aspired to significantly less education than all sub-
groups except Mexican-American females.

Kuvlesky and Edington (1976) compared the
occupational status projections of four ethnic grOups:
385 Navajo youth in Arizona; 192 black, 301 Anglo,
and 379 Mexican-American youth in Texas. Re-
spondents in all four groups came from predominant-
ly rural, agricultural areas "that are relatiyely disad-
vantaged econornically and whiCh have concentra-
tions of an ethnic minority group present" (Kuylesky
and Edington, ,1976: 12). They report that "Navajo
youth- maintained the lowest level of aspirations and
demonstrated the weakest intensity of desire for
these [aspirations.) among the four ethnic types"

' (Kuvlesky and Edington, 1976: 37).. Navajo males
also demonstrated expectations for lower-level
occupations more frequently than any other group.

When we examine the findings of these two tural
studies (Edington et al., 1975; Kuvlesky anvil rding-
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ton, 1976) togethermith the results of an earlier rural
study (Kuviesky et al., .1971), it i clear apt "sub-
stantial ethnic differences exisein some aspects of the
occupational status projections of rural youth"
(Kuvlesky and Edingion, 1976: 45). Perhaps the
most interesting finding consistenay reported is that.
rural Native American youth demonstrate lower-level
occupational aspirations than other youth. At the
same time, however, most youth, regardless of ethnic
group, aspire to jobs which represent upward mdbil-
ity. Other similarities that Kuvlesky and Edington
report among the four ethnic grolips are a high
intensity of desire for jobs among all groups and high
uncertainty about getting these jobs. However,
studies of occupational aspirations involving rural
Indian students show a pattern of somewhat lower
occupational aspirations or expectations compared to
other youth.

Educational Aipirations and Expectations 1

While there are a number of nati nal studies
both in the United States and in C adaon t e
educational aspirations and expectations outh,
'have been able to locate little research comparing t e
educational 'aspirations and expectations of northern
Alaska Native and non-Nathre students. Studies from
both the United States and Canada report similar
findings: boys' educational aspirations and expecte-
tionsotend to be higher than girls' (Mooney and
Greenberger, 1978; Gordon,`1969; Harrison, 1969;
and`Coleman; 1961), In -addition, blacks and Anglos
have comparably high levels of educational aspira-
tions (Cosby and Charner, 1978; and Gordon,-1969).

Chu and Culbertson (1982) studied the educa-
tional aspirations' and expectations of Alaska Native
students` from two rural Communities and' whites
from a large naval base community in the Aleutians.
Their sample size was, however, quite small: 33

' Native and 40 .white high school sophorKores and
seniors. Their findings suggest "a trend in which
white students [rePort] higher levels of educational
expectations than Alaskan Native students" (Chu.and
Culbertson, 1982: /). For educa'tional aspirations; on
the other hand, they found no significant difference
between white and Native students.

1Most of the literature compares stidents' aspirations with
their actual expectatur data is limited however to
educational aspirations.

.0%
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Work Values

While a number of studies, of work values have
appeared since Rosenberg's (1957) pioneering study,
we found few that deal specifically With northern
people. Those we did find and review have fOcused on
work preferences which reflect underlying values.

Rosenberg (1957), in his study of the work
values of college students, found that ithe valuel
students expressed predicted their occupational
preferences. He had students rank ten value state-
ments and then piated students in one' of three
categories according to their occupational values.:
"self-expression-oriented," "people-oriented," and
extrinsic-reward-oriented. In subsequent studies, ,a
number of such work-value taxonomies have been
developed (Zytowski, 1970: 182). Kilpatrick (1964)
built on Rosenberg's work, expanding his instrument
from ten to thirty items and broadening his sample to
include federal employees, other workers, and college
and high school students. Kilpatrick found 'that'
higher levels of income, education, and occupation
were related to a higher degee of 'personal involve-
ment with work, a more highly complex valne struc-
ture, ,and emphasis of; abstract, long-term, ego-
rewardingrrand intrinsic values. Other studies have
found that different levels. of income, educational
attainment, and socioeconomic status are related to
different value complexes (Robinson, Athansiou, and
Head, 1969: 223-248).

While researchers have studied the effects of sex,
age, income, and eciiication on values, few, it seems,
have examined the effects of ethnicity. (Lafitte
(1974), in her study of 148 students at the University.
of Texas, found distinct differences in grOupirig of
Work value's among four ethnic groups: Anglo-
Americans, black Americans, Mexican-Americans,
'and Oriental-Americps. For each group,, the values
most emphasized, fri order of importance, were
(1) Anglos: way of life, achievement, altruismi and
independence; (2) blacks: way Of life, economic
returns; supervisorY, and achievement; (3) Mexican-
Americans: way of life, security, achievement, and
independence; and (4) Oriental-Americans:. way of
life, creativity, achievement, and surroundings.
fafitte employed an instrument on which students
rated forty-five work values on a scale from "import-
ant" to `Linimportant" and answered twelve ques-
.tions abput their persohal and ethnic backgrounds
and career goals.

3
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Hofstede (1980) carried out a large-scale study
involving 88,000 employees of a large multin onal
cbrnpany operating' in sixty-five Lountries Hi pubs-
tionnaire consisted of sixty-three questions vering
satisfaction, perceptions, personal goals, and beliefs
(Hofstede, 1980. 66). lig. then carried out a cross-
cultural comparison on four 1,alue dimensions. power
distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity, and
individuahsm. Hofstede found that he could distin-
guish eight distinct "cultural clusters" according to
their ratings,fon these four indices. Clearly, Hof-
stede's findings' support the idea of cultural differ:
ences in work values.

In short, the limite&fekarch that we haVe been
'al* to locate comparing work values among different
groups indicates, that work values are affected by
cultural differences. These results support Hofstede's
cohtenjoion that "the 'mental programs' developed in
the family' in early childhood and reinforced in
schools and organizations" are "most clearly ex-
pressed in different values that predominate among
peopie from different countries" (Hofstede,
1980: 11).

, While the literature, suggests that ethnicity
affects work Values, juit how .the work p'references of
northern people are affected is not clear. There IS
conflicting evidence on the preferences of northern
people for work patterns. Smith found that, contrary
to the stereotypes of Indians and Eskimos current in
the-Northwest TerritOries, "the majority of respond-
ents of all groups indicate a preference for weekly
hours of work élose to the conventional 40-hour
work week" (Smith, 1974: 14). In a survey of male

\

.
Yukon Iodians between the ages of 22 and 66 years,
Lampe (1974) also found that Indians prefer year-
rouniti work. The findings of these studies contrast
with those from research on the North Slope Inupiat
of Alaska. Kleinfeld and Kruse (1977) found that,
when psked about their fude work preferences,
56 percent of North Slope Borough high school
stUdents preferred to plit their time between "wage
employment and subsistence activities. An equal
proportion of North Slope adults-frefer part-time to
yew-round Wage employment (Kleinfeld, Kruse, and
Travis, 1580).

Conclusion

Occupational prestige ratings show remarkably
high correlations internationally but may vary be-
tween rural and nonrural samples. Research on
ocoupational aspirations, on the other hand, provides
evidence of differences by ethnicity. .Specifically,
Na* Americans aspire to less professional occupa-
tioni than do other groups. In addition, data col-
leáted among northern students indicate that Native
Americans. also have significintly lower educational
expectations than other northern ethnic groups
though no difference has been reported in their
educational aspirations. When we turn to studie9dond
on work values, we find clear ethnic differences
hetween some groups. ',The literature on northern
6eople is, however, limited.. Whether Natives in the
North prefet the seasonal work patterns common
to rural areas is not entirely' clear from the existing
liteiature.

.4 \ 0



METHODS

This study is based on a survey of occupational
values carried out in the Lower Yukon area and in
Fairbankkkiling the Winter and fall of 1980.

Rural Sample

The rural sampl of 232 high school students all

described themselvel as Eskimo. This sample was
nearly eveply divi d a ong 9th, 10th, 11th, and
12th grade students. Fftyfour percent of the rural
sample was male, 'ndffi percent was female (Appen-
clix 1,3, "Description of Sample"). The student sample
consisted of all high -school students from four
small Eskimo villages.

The four high schools from which our rural
sample was drawn were sites for a National Science

Foundation-funded pilot projectthe Scientist-in-
,

Residence prograM. 2 The data,used in this paper Were
collected as part of the evaluation of that project.
Two criteria were critical in selecting these sites: size
and, accestibility. All four schoOls enrolled forty or
more students, and the villages had regularly sched-
uled air- service. While students in thfise four schools
are not representative of all Eskimo high school

Itudents nor even pf Southwest Eskimo students, the
sites represent cofilmon situations i1 Alaska
communitie4.jntermediate between snf *inapt and.
regional toryfik. $,r,10

All' studettabame from villaget:Whkph depend:
upon the Yukon River and its tribli±,§44 for their
food and some of etheir income. 14ff:her, these

.villagers tend to b'e very poor, with an average per
capita cash income ofr $2,750 in 1979. Jobs in
the area tend to be relatively low paying, short term,,
and intermittovit. Government and service sectors
provide pearly 165 percent of the jobs irr the region,
with thé balance of jobs occurring in the trade, trans-
portation, manufacturing, anconstruction sectors
cAlaska Department of Labor, 19811. 4

Residents in the Lower Yukon area are active
participants in the noncash economy. Many fish for
both personal consumptipn and commercial sale.
SUpAtence hunting and traPping provide addilional
gqiia for personal consumption. Trapping fot profit
is414A a soure of cash inCome; as is the' sale of tra-

444
.71'14

2Fpr a more detged aeiterin of..th4,ilitages involved in this
sthdy, see Appeipfix A. - 7

(

ditional craft workbasket weaving, carving, skin
sewing, etc.in which a number of residents engage.

Urban Sample.

To obtain a comparison group of Northern
non-Native students, we drew a randoin sample from
the student list,--of the high school in Fairbanks whose
student ifody 'the school district recommended as
representing -the widest social and geographic spec-
trum. We selected Fairbanks since it is the most
northern urban center with a majority white popula-
tion. We stratified by grade level and drew propor-
tionate subsamples for each of the four gradelevels to
match our rural sample. When we actually adminis-
tered the questionnaires in the spring of 1980,
however, we found that seniors were underrepre-
sented. The high rate of absences among seniors
during, the time we administered the questionnaires
was clue to the flurry of activities that precedes
graduation. Only 8.5 percent of our urban sakyle
were in the twelfth grade, compared to 21 percent of
our rural s4mple. Our ninth and tenth grade sub-
samples were correspondingly larger in proportion
than the comparable subsamples of rbral students (see
Appendix B, Table B-5). However, subsequent analy-

ses indica 1.0..few Significant differences by
grade lei' upational values. Where these
occurred, knote of them in the paper.

While sour original urban sample included whites
and nonwhites, we decided tO limit the potential
effect of cultural variations within our urban sample
by using only white students in our analysis.3 White
students constituted 75 percent of our total urbe%
sample. The final urban s pi% consisted o 4t1V,
white students.

Fairbanks is the commercial and tranSportation
/center of interior Alaska, with a j9latiOn of

53,983. tovernment was the leading, ployer in
'1978, providing jobs for 31 percent of the popula-
tion, followed by services (19 percent), trade (16 per-
cent), construction (9 percent), and finance (6 per-

. cent) (Kruse, 1978) Most jobs are conventional,
40-hour-per-week positions.

3Subsequent analysis has established the' sin3ilarity of the
white and nonwhite subsamples,on all educational and occupa- .
tional variables.

5
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In" sum, neither sample is representative of the

entire population of rural Eskimo students nor of
urban white student and we cannot generalize our
results td the entire student poPulationsof the state.
However, both samples epresent common commun-
ity situations in northern Alaska. '

Questionnaires

To gather data on students' occupational goals
and preferences, we developed two questionnaires:
one designed to elicit interests and plans; the oliber to
determine students' preferences for jobs.

The first questionnaire contained straightforward
questirtis adut future educational and occupational
plans, and demographic information. The second
presented students with thirteen scenario items that
offered students a choice between alternative job
situations. We felt that trade-off questions of this
sort more closely-approximate the types of value con-
flicts individuals face when deciding between alterna-

pve jobs: "What is more important to me? A job with
good pay in a city with many activities available or a
job which pays less but is in niy home town Where
my family and fnends live?" Ilikeles and Smith
(1974) in their study of modernizationin six develop-
ing countries established the usefulness and reliabi1jy
of this scenano format. In addition, students foun
this format interesting.

The scenario format also avoids the problem of a
"positive response set"; in which respondents of a
particular group tend to rate ever5', item on the high
side of the kale. In asking Eskimo and white stu-
dents to rate the importance of occupational values
such as "pays good wages" or."interestini to do," we
found -that the Eskimo group tended to _rate every
value more positively than did whites. This phenom-

N..
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anon has been observed elsewhere: Lewis and Gmger-
ich, in their study .of views of leadership among
Indian and non-Indians, note that "the American
Indians have had a tendency to respond in the e-
treme, whereas the qon-Indian ' students tendect
toward a more moderate or middle-of-the-road
position" (Lewis and Gingerich, 1940: 496). Our
scenario items neutralized this response bias.

To avoid any bias that may have come from
respondents identifying(swith, the gender of the
characters in the scenario items, we substituted
female names for male names on the questionnaire
used with female respondents: Names for the charac-
ters in thg scenario items were drawn from the
student list for a high school .located in the same
geographical region as the survey villages.

The first author administered the questionnafres
to students in' the Lower Yukon area in their class-
rooms. Over 90 percent of the 'students were present
at each site on the day the questionnaires were
administered. A§ we attempted to limit the disruption
of each school's daily program, students were not
allowed to continue beyond the time, scheduled by
the principal. This, in large part, accounts for the
considerable number of missing cases for certain
items.

We administered the questionnaire to our urban
sample in the school cafeteria. As itted above, nearly
50 percent of the seniors pere absent. All students
finished the questionnaire within the allotted time.4
With few exceptions, the students in both samples
were interested, cooperative, and applied themselves
to the task.

4me urban respondents, uniciitt rural respondents, were
not required to complete a scientific knowledge test.

0
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FIKIDINGS

Educational,Aspirations and Plans

Rural Kesults
When we asked E,.Itimo students what -they

Planned to do during the first year or two after high
a considerable majority (72 percent) indicated

t at they intended to attend college (Table 1).
Nearly a th,ird of those surveyed we're also thinking
about working during that time, iwhile a quarter w-re
considering staying at home. If we compare the
responses to this question to . the responses given to a
less time-specific question (". . do you want more
schooling or have you had enough?"), we find that
.fully 93 percent of our sample desire more education
(Table 2).

Table 1

Plans after Graduation from High School
, by Cultural Setting and-Sexa

Plans'After
Graduation!3

Rural Eskimo Urban Whites
Males Females All Males Females An

Employmerit

College

32%

65

33%

83

32%

72

45%

76

32%

86

38%

82

. Job Training 6 4 5 0 a 2

Stay at Home 2 18 23 2 0 1

Travel .0 0 0 8 20 15

Join Military 15 3 10 0 3

Don't Know 5 7 6 3 3

Number of

Students (114) (92) (206) (51)* (66) (117)

Ethnid Differences. x2 = 45.37, p< .001

Sex Ditierette/s: Eskimo: n.s.
White: n.s.

aThe oupoitofreed "During the first year or two after high
schooi, ghat &ill you probably do?"

brercentages do not add up to 100 percent since stUdents can
have'multiple plans.

Soui:ce: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimio High School Students, 1980.

Table 2

Future Educational Plans by Cultural Setting
and Sex*

Educational Rural Eskimo Urban Whites

Plans Males Females All Males Females All

More School 92% 94% 93% 92% 95% 94%

No More School .5 . 3 4 4 5 4

Don't Know ,3 3 ,3 4 0 2

Total .100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 190%
r'

Number of
Studerits (105) (92) (197) (50)/ (65) (115)

Ethnic Differences: n.s. ,

Sex Differences: Eskimo: rK
White: n.s.

*The question .read, "After you finish high school, do you
want any more schooling or have you had enough school?"

t

Source. ISER Survey of ) ccupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest skimo High School Students, 1980.

The tlifference between 'the results from these
two questions cap be explained by the pattern
Eskimo students follow Rfter high school graduation.
When we examined the educational plan§ of those
students who said they wanted to spend the first year
or two after high schbol at home or working, 88 pew-
cent of those who intended to worlcs and 96 percent
of those who said they were going to stay at home
immediately' after high school still planned to attend
college in the future. Eskimo students gave a variety
of reasons for wishing to stay at home. For yOung
males, it is ,often an opportunity to devote theik time
to subsistence activities that they had to forego while

, attending school, Young females are often needed at
. home to help with chores gild to look after younger'

siblings. It is unusual to hear Eskimo students express
a ,strong desire to "get away from honr,"
that is fairly common among white youth. 1though
village students often complain about the lack ''of
things to do ("It's boting around here"), a significant
number of them, nonetheless, find the village more

7
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congenial than the alternative.
More details about Eskimo students' plans

beyond high school are provided in Table 3. Over
half 4085 percent') of Chose surverd desired to attend
a 4-year college, with the majority preferrint a
college in Alaska. -None of our respondeAts indicated\
a desire to atterid graduate schOol. This may be, in \
part, due to unfamiliarity with postgraduate educe-
t,ion. A very small percentagt---less than 5 per- /

ntsaid they wanted no More education.
Other evidence of Eskirho students' interest in.

_post-secondary edutation can he found in responses'
to a scenario item that ,presented respondents with
the choice between attending a 4-year college, a

Table 3

Students' Marrs after High School Graduation*

Rural Eikimo Urban Whites
Males Females All Males Females All

Vocational Ed. 17%

2-Year College 10
4-Year College 48

in Alaska
4-Year College

outside Alaslsa 11

4-Year College in

10% 14% 14% ,12% 13%
16 13 6 5 5
46 47 4 12 9

15 13 54 16 51

or Outside Ak. 5 5 5 4 5 4

More Education
not specified . 1

College & Graduate
School 0

No More fduc. 5
Don't Know

Total 100% 100% 100% 10

1 1 4 8 6

0 0 .6 6 6
4 4 4 5 4

-3 3 4 0 2

100% 100%

No. of Students 105) (87) (192) (50) ( 5 (115

Effinic Differences: x2 = 87.55, p < .001

Sex Differences; Eskimo: n.s.
n.s.

*The question read, "After you finish high school, do you
want any more schooling or have you had enough school? ...
If ydu, want more schooling, which of the following will you
prob*.do?" (Choices,listed id' table above.t.- .

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Stutlents, 1980.

8
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2-year college, or seeking no more education (Table
4). The scenario item offered justifications for
each of the three alternativesfor example, that there.
are opportunity costs involved in choosing to go to

Tabled\

Prefer to Attend Four-Year College, Two-Year
Collegeor Think High School Diploma is

I Enough to Get a Good Job*

Occupational
Situation

Rural Eskimo
-

Urban Whites
Males Females' All Males Females All

4-Yr. College )0%.' 68% 69% 76% . 64% 69%
2-Yr. College 23 22, 22 16 29 23
No MoreEduc. 7 10 9 8 7 8

"7--T
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% .100%

..

Number of
Students (113) (88) (201) (51P (66) (117)

Ethnic Differences: n.s.

Sex Differences: Eskimo:-n.s.
White: n.s.

*The question read:
Anna, Evelyn, and Carol were. sitting around and

talking one day about what they would do when they
finished high school.

"I think / want to go to a four-yealcollege like the
University of Alaska at Fairbanks," said Anna. "I
think that my chances `et getting a good job will be'
better if I have a college degree."

"I don't think so," replied Evelyn. "I think a
couple of years of study at a two-year college like
Kuskokwim Community College will be enough.
That's enough to get a pretty' good job." (On the
urban questionnaire, we selbstituted Tanana Valley
Cdmmunity College . for _Kuskokwim Community
College.) -

"Why waste your time?" asked Carol. "Listen, I

bet I can get just as good a, job as either of you with-
out any more studies than high school. You 'will just
spend time anti money studying while I'll be earning
money:"

, Who would you agree with most, Anna, Evelyn, or
Carol?

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values clf Fairbanks
and SoUthwest Eskimo High School Students, 1980.
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college rather than to work after high school. Again,
nearly 70 percent 6f rural Eskimo students chose the
4-year college option while only 9 percent preferred
to work .rather than to attend college after high
school.

Urban Results
Urban white students shoved the same high

interest in post-secondary education that we found
among rural Eskimo students. Eighty-two percent

planned to go ?reollcge dunng' the first year or two
after high school graduation (Table 1). Thirty-eight
percent also indicated an interest in working. The

, only other option which had broad appeal was travel.
20 percent of the urban females surveye felt they
would like tt travel after graduation option
chosen by only 8 percent of the males.

When asked whether they wanted more chool-
ing after high school, 94 percent answered affirma-
tively. Nearly 65 percent indicated an interest in
attending a 4-year college (Table.3), Almost 80 per-
cent of those who planned to attend ,a 4-year college
wished to do so outside of Alaska.,

Responses to the scenario item tend to support
the findings from other measures -'of educational
plans. Sixty-nine percent of those surveyed chose the
4-year college option while only 8 percent identified
with the character who thought she didn't need any,
post-secondary education.

Rural-Urban Comparison
Of greatest interest in our findings on the

educational aspirations and plans of rural and urban
students is that Eskimo students are as interested in
post-secondary education as are white stu That
othe,r surveys have found a smaller proportio of
Eskimo students than white students planning
att.efid college may have resulted from the phrasing of
th estions. As we noted above, Eskimo students
often choose to spend the first year or two after high
schoOl in their home villages working or participating
in the subsistence economy before going on for more
schooling.5

5Note that the Alaska Commission on Post-Secondary
Education found significant differences ,in desire to attend
four-year. colleges between white and Native high school
seniors (Alaska High School Seniors. Survey Report, 1979-80,
Table 8, p. 11). The Commission, however, phrased its ques-
tion differently, asking seniors "what are you most likely to

(continued in next column)
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As Table 1 shows, when students were asked
about their plans for the first year or two after high
school, there was a statistically significant difference
betAVeen the ethnic groups. When students were
asked if they wanted more schooling with no tinie
specified, however, there was no difference by
ethnicity: Over 90 percent of ,both groups wanted
more schooling.

When we look p specific educational plans, we
find a few differences (Table 2). Eskimo students are
more likely to prefer attending a 4-year college in
Alaska while white students wart to attend college
outside the state. A larger proportion of Eskimo than
white students indicate an interest in attending a'

2-year college. Finally, while 6 Percent of the white
students plan to attend graduate school, none of our
Eskimo respondents hici similar plans.

When we look at the educational aspirations and
plans of Eskimo students, we find, then, that they are
just as likely as their urban white counterparts to
want to attend a 4-year college. Given that a majority
of rural Eskimo students aspire to attend college, the
message of this finding to educators seems clear: a

rural, school program which lacks college prep mater-
ial and standards of achievement appropriate for

- college-bound students deprives them of this oppor-
.

tunity.

Views of Different Occupahons

Rural Results
Following Smith's (1974) fOrmat, we asked

students to indicate how "good" or "bad" they
thought thirty selected 'jobs were on a, five-point scale
ranging from "best kind of job" to t"bad job." We
drew these jobs from a list constructed by Smith
(1975) for his study of Natives and non-Nativ\es in the
Northwest Territories of Canada. We modified this
list to conform to rural Alaskan conditions, omitting
jobs likely to be unfamiliar (e.g., warehouseman,
laundry worker, and railroad worker) and retitling
other jobs (e.g., nurse's aide became health aide; cook.
became school cook).

We also asked students to rate a Subsample, of
twelve jobs on "respect paid by comrnunity" and on

(continued from previous column)
do a4ter high school?" Consequently, a-Native student who
planned to spend his first year or two out of high school at
home working before attending college may not have respond-
ed "attend a four-year college." Our survey distinguished
between students' plans immediately after high school and
their plans one or two years later.



"helpfulness to community." The five-point respect
scale ranged from "respected 'a lot" to "not toespected
at all." As Treiman points out, the desirability of jobs
is not synonymOus ith the respect those jobs are
paid (Treiman, 1977. 95). Our findings bear out this
distinction. The tielpfulness item asked students to
rate the thirteen jobb on a five-point scale from
"helps the community a lot" to "doesn't help the
community at tn."

The jobs is-elected as "the best kinds of jobs" by
our Eskimo sample were all technical, professional, or
managerial. occupations.6 Correspondingly, the low-
est-ranking jobs were all Ami-skilled or blue-collar
occupations. Traditional jobs such as hunter and fish-
erman ranked in the upper half of jobs considered to
be "good" but well below the "best kinds of jobs".as
shown in Table 5. Thib type of information should
call into queltion the assumption of soine educators
that Eskimo students prefeetraditional occupations
to, more "modern.' professions. While students still
seein to respect these traditional occupations, they
are likely to consider more "modern" professions as
better jobs.

It is also important to note that only two of the
five "best" jobs are realistic options for studentg who
wish to live in their villages. Health aide andsteacher
occupations are available in the villages but business-

Table 5

Rural Eskimo Students: Five Most and Five Least
Desirable Occupations

Five Most
Desirable

Occupations

Five Least
Desiiable

Occupations

Doctor
Businessman
Health Aide
Nurse
Teacher

Janitor
Truck Driver
Cannery Worker
Homemaker
School-Cook

6We contend that, in the context of the village, health aide
can be,00nsidered a professional occupation. That is, they are
viewed as professionals in the village, particularly by females.
That healtlyde ranks first both in desirability 'and respect
lends suppo ,to this contention. For further justi9,cation for
this contention, see Kleinfeld, Kruse, and Travis, (1g80:26).
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men and doctors are located predominantly m
regional centers.

In Table 6 we see' that the respect which jobs are
believed to ieceive from the community is highly
correlated (rs = .80) with how d irable the same jobs
are. We find a slightly higher orrelation (rs = .89)
between the respect paid occupati s and how much
these occupations are believed to help the commun-
ity. This would.seem to indicate that one of the most
important elements in determining 'respect for an
occupation is bow much the job is seed to help the
village.

Table 6

Rural Eskimo Students: Ranking and Correlations
for Community Respect, Helpfulness, and

Desirability of Jobs'

Community
Respect

Helps Desirability
Community of Jilbs

Health Aide
Teacher
Village Corp. President

1

2
3

1

2.
ght

1

2
4

Mayor 4 7 3
Village Councilman 5 4.5 9
Storekeeper 6 6 6 8
Policeman 7 3 10
Pilot 8 8 5
Hunter 9 10 6
Construction Worker
Homemaker
Cannery Worker

10
11

12

9

44.
11

7
11

12

Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficients:
Community Respec by Desirability = .80,
Community Resef by Helps Community = :89
Helps Community by Desirability = .58

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students, 1980.

Urban Results
White students also rated professibnal, technical,

and managerial occupations as' the "best kinds" of
jobs (Table 7).

The five lowest-ranking occupations were all
semi-skilled jobs, one of .which was a white-collar
'occupationteacher's aidewhile the remainder were
brue-collar.



Table 7

Urban White Students: Five Most Desirable
and Five Least Desirable OccUpations

Five Most
Desirable

Occupations

lo Five Least
Desirable

Occupations

Doctor
Scient ist
Lawyer
Pilot
Corporate Exec.

Janitor
School Cook /f
Teacher's Aide
Factory Worker
Fisherinan

The results from the two other scales are ,shown
in Table 8. while respect is moderately associated
with desirability (rs = .56) and with how helpful a job
is-seen to be to the community (rs = .63), there is
very little association between the desirability of jobs
and their helpfulness to the community (rs.= .21).
What seems to be happening here is best illustrated by
students' ratings of the occupation of "pilot."
it is rated first on the desirability scale, it is next to
last on the helpfulness scale. Being a pilot in Alaska
can be both lucrative and, in an age when mundane
bureaucratic jobs are the norm, romantic .if not
dashing. At the saine time, students recognize that,
compared to other jobs, it is not very helpful to the
community. Similarly, students judged the jobs of a
policeman to be the most helpful of the 12 jobs
presented but ranked it in the lower half of occupa-
tions on desirability.

Results from these three scales reveal little
correspondence between what urban students think
are good jobs and how helpful these jobs are to their
coinmunity. It would seem that factors other than
helpfu ness to the communfty deterine the appeal
of oc4jations. Moreover, the respec 'obs command
is only moderately associated With how esirabtp jobs
are seen to be.

Rural-Urban Comparison
" Comparing our results for the two samples, we
find that there is relatively little difference between
them on our three measures3.. Both groups chose
technical, professional, and mttiagerial jobs as the five
"best kinds of jobs" and semi-skilled, blue-collar
occupations as the "worst kinds of jobs." Greatest
disagreement doccurred for occupations that are of

4
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particular economic and social importance to the
yillag The job of fisherman, which the white
students ranked twenty-sixth, was ranked sixth by
tlie Eskimo students. Similarly, health aide and
hunterboth important occupations in the vil-
lagemere ranked relatively low by the white stu-
dents. Overall, comparing the ranking of jobs on
their desirability, we finll a correlation (rs) of .67. If
we eliminate the three jobs which have particular
significance for the villagesLe., he Ith aide, hunter,
and fishermanour correlation coef cient increases to
.72. This is in line with the intercourcomparisons
of occupatthnal desirability reported *by Treiman
(1977: 94-95).7

11

7Trieman (1 7) found that for the five places for vv hichphe
had "non-pres ge" dataCzechoslovakia, Grenada, Nigeria
(Bornu), Sweden, and Yugoslaviathe average correlation with
the United ,States was .71, or 14 points below the average\
correlation for countries for which Treunan had prestige scale
data.

Table 8

Urban White Stu nts: Ranking and Correlations
for Community Respect, Helpfulnessjand

Des rabifity of Jobs.

.
Community Helps

Respect Community

Mayor 1 4

Policeman 1

Oorough Dept. Head 3 5.5

tity Councilman 5.5
Teacher 5 3

Physician's Asst. 6 7

*Pilot 7 11

Mechanic 8 8.5
Storekeeper 9 8.5
Construction Worker 10 2

Homemaker 11 12
Factory Worker 12 10

Desirability
of Jobs

Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficients: $
Community Respect by Desirability = .62
Comiriunity Respect by Helps Community = .62
Helps Community by Desirability = .21

.

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eikimo High School Students, 1980.
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When we compare the rankings on the respect
scale, we find a correlation of .72. GX,en the high
correlations cOnsistently reported in the literature for
mternational prestige comparisons, it is surprising
that the correlation is not higher. Our findings are
`consistent, hoWever, with those front similar studies
among northern people: Smith (1974) concluded that
"Mackenzie Delta Native students are similar to their
outsider colleagues in the [Mackenzie] Delta and to
national respondent populations in their perceptions
of occupational prestige ranking.' (Smith 1975. 111).
Our relatively low correlation may be due, in part, to
the small number of occupations (12) that students
rated. 8 We also encountered problems with occupa-
tions such as health aide. In an attempt to ensure
comparability, we tned to fihd job titles that would
match function;. Hence, fdr urban- students, we
substituted "physician's assistant" for :`health aide."
Although both carry out essentially the same func-
tion, their roles in their respective communities are
quite diffaent, as evidenced by the much lower
rankiny physician's assistant achieved on all tame
scales. In other words, the lower-than-expected inter-
ethnic, correlations for the respect scale may be
due, Inc part, to a lacktof conceptual equivalence, a
common problem in cross-cultural studies.

Finally, ,bearing in mind the caveats mentioned
above, we compared the rankings of ''''each ethnic,
group an the "helpfulness to community" scale. the
interrank Correlation here is .58. Whereas urban white
students view policeman and, surprisingly, construc-
tion&orker as occupations which are most helpful to
theallommunity, rural EskimO students cHose health
aide and te44. cher as most helpful.

Of Mticular interest here is our finding that the
conception ot occupations as helpful, respected, and
desirable all appear to be closely associated in tire
minds of Eskimo students whereas these attributes
show less association for white students. The jobs
which (Eskimo students viewed as being desirable,
helpful, and respected all involved an aspect of
community .service. This wa's not true for white
students. Whereas they rated Pilot and mayor as the
best kinds of jobs, they judged policeman and con-
stniction worker to be the most helpful to their
community. ur results may reflect the greater

8The average sample of jobs rated in ihe 85 prestige studies
that Trieman reviewed was 62 (Treiman 1977:45). Smith had
respondents rank 48 occupational titles in his study (Smith
1975:109).
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'heterogeneity of values that exists in ur an areas
compared to small, remote rural villages. I may also
reflect the greater experience urban stu ts are
likely to have with a greater variety of occup tions.

Occupational Plans

Rural Results
When we asked rural EskiTo students what job

they were thinking abbut doing, a quarter of those
surveyed chose professional, technical, and manager-
ial jobs (Table 9). Within this category, medicine
and health was the most frequently selected occupa-
tional area, followed by education and business
management. 9

The second most poptilar category was clerical
and sales. For this category; there is a significant
difference by sex. over a quarter" of the feniaLes
chose this category while only 6 percent of aie
males indicated a similar interest. For men, the
second most popular occupational category was
structural work, followed closely by the "traditional"
occupations of h ting, trapping, and fishing.

Of particular significance as well was the Ilrge
proportion of bo h men and women who had not yet
cigcided what kind 16f work they tirpished to do.
D.venty-three perce of the men andP20 percent of
the women keppded that they did not know yvhat
kind of work they wished to do after finishing all of
their education.

As another measure of occupational aspirations,
we compared students' aspirations for fobs with their
parents' occupations. We found that nearly 80 per-
cent,of those students whose fathers held low-status
jobs aspired to high:status occupations.10 Becalise of
the high rate.. of unemPloyment in rural areas of
Alaska, we had a large inumber of missing cases for
father's occupation. Our field observations, however,
suggest that most rural Eskimo students have aspira-
tions for jobs of higher status than those held by their
fathers,

12

9The full list of occupations coded under "Professional, Tech-
nical, and Managerial" includes. Engineer, Medicine and
Health, Education, Airline Pilot, Business Mpnager/Account-
ant, Arts, Law, Science, Self-Employed, and Unspecified Pro-

fessional, Technical, and Managerial.'
100ccupations were coded either "hi0 status" or "low stat-
us" according to the classification system of the National
Opinion Research Center, "Codebook: General Social Survey
1977" (University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois).
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Table 9

Future Occupational Plans by Culture letting
and Sexa

Occupational
Plans°

Rural Eskimo Urban Whites
Male Female All Male Female All

Professional, Tech
nical, Managerial 24% 31% 25% 47% 52% 50 %

Clerical/Sales 7 27 t5 2 12 8.

Service 3 11 7 2 14 9

1-funing, Trapping,
Fishing 13 0 7 2 0 1

Mechanics and Ma- /chinery Repair 8 0 5 8 0 3

Structural Work
Public Admin

15 9 8 2 4

- Native Organ 4 2 3 4 1 3

Processing, Bench.
work & Other 7 5 7, 13 5 8

Don't Know 20 23 22 14 14

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%1 1009"

)tio. of Students (106) (92)(198) (49) (65) (14)

Ethnic Differences. x2.= 28.48, p < .01

Sex Differences: Whites. x2 = 20.5, p < 01

*Eskimo: x2 = 52.8, p < .001

aTtle question read, "After you have finished allithe schoolfrig
yot; want, what kind of work are you thinking a6out doing?"

bFor a omplete list of specific occupatiOns coded under e'ach
orthes

1
general categories, see Ar/pendix C, Table C1.

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students, 1980.

Urban Results
An even ivsgher proportion of- our white sample-

50 percentindicated that they wanted a profession-
al, technical, or managerial occupation (Table9)..
Within this category, education was the -mai fre-.
quently mentioned occupational area, follpwed by
busineSs management, the arts, and science. While
there is little difference between the sexes for this
category of occupations, women indicated a much
greater interest in clerical and sales and service jobs
than did men. For men, the processing, benchwork,

and other category was the second most popular.
Combining the results from t'his category with thos/!.
from the mechanics and the structural .work cate-
gories, we obtain near/y a third of ourSmale sample
who areinterested in blue-collar occupations. Only
8 percent of th6 females surveyed showed a glar
interest in blue-collar jobs.

. When we compared students' aspirations with
their parentt" occupations, we found that, like the
rural Eskimo students our, urban while students
showed a similar upward mobility: nearly 80 percent
of those students- whose fathers held low-status jabs .
aspired to high-status occupations.

. RurakUrban Comparison
When we compared the occupational aspirations

of rural Eskimo and urban white students, we found
more similarities than differtnces. Both groups pre-
ferred professional, technical,, and managerial jobs
over any other category of occupatiord A greater
proportion of whites (50 percent) than Eskimo,
(25'percent) indicated this iireference. Females ®
both groups preferred clerical sand sales and service.
ocs2.9:ations signifitantly more frequently than did
males. Blue-collar occuipations appealed lo about the
same proportion of both urban white and rural
Eskimo males.
- Contrary to the stereotype held by some educe..-

.. tors, hunting, trapping, or fishing occupations 'were

only the third most preferred category fol. Eskimo
.males. Nearly twice as many Eskimo males ire-

+. ferred profes ional, technical, or managerial jobs to
full-time hunt' trapping, or 'fishing. An insignifi- ,

cant proportion oPhe urban white males indicated a
similar preference for these "traditional" Native
occupations.

Roth samples snowed similar upward mobility in
their choices of occupations..Nearly 80 perdent of
those from both groups whose fathers held low-status
jbbs wanted high-status occupations.

In sum, we see that perhaps the most signiifcant
difference for occupational aspirations is not by
ethnicity, but rather by gender: females of both
ethnic groups are much more likely to prefer clerical
and sales and service jobs. The major ethnic differ-
ence is in the proportion of students who want
professional, technical, and managerial jobs. While
this is the most popular category for both groups, a
higher proportion of whites than Eskimos wants jobs
of this type. These findings are Consistent with those

. 13
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of Smith (1974. 13) who found that the trend in the
Northwest Territories was "for Euro-Canadians to
place greater. emphasis on the professions" and far
Native people to "13la,ce as much emphasis on proprit-
tary and managerial, cleriCal and sales, and skilled...,
trade occupation's' as Euro-Canadiarks." Both Smith
(1974) and Kuvlesky and Edington (176) found that
Native American women preferred clerical and sales
occupations more often than males or females of any
other'1, ethnic groups studied (i.e,, An4lo, Mexicap-
American, or black).

)
Work Values

- As we noted above under "methods," we
presented students with thirteen scenario items
describing alternatives that people must often choose
between when deciding on'a job. We used the spen- ;
aPio formatwhich provided a context for choosing
between the alternatives as Well as. details about the
consequences of each aperriative--to make the!situa- .

tion more realistic and cortpitehensible. Far example,
we presented a scenari6 item, to chstinguish between
three possible bases for respect: (1) -the status inherent
in the occupation itself, (2) the level at which the
income 4om a job enables one to maintain one's
family, and (3)the perce ed benefits of the job to
community.

Roger, Oscar, and Barney were talking together one <lay
about the kind of job they wished to have when they finished
schooling.

"I'd really like to be a Soctor or a teacher or something
like that," said Roger. -You know, some kind of a job that
people really rafect lou for. That would make my family.
very proud of me." C ,

"I don't think it really mat ers what kipoI of job you
do," Oscar replies!. "Just so y u ATI endugh nioney to take_
care of your family, That's w t people respect you for,
not whether you have this job or that job."

"I don't agree," argued Barney. "I think 'people respect
you most because of what ro.0 do to help the community.
What's important is whether you help people out."

Who would . you agree with most, Roger, Oscar,
or Barney?

During several yearek of field work in' 4.1ral
schools, we have heard teachers express a number of
assumptions about the work values and preferences of
Eskimo youth. These assumptions suggested 'the
scenario items that we asked our student samples-to
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'
y . ""......respond to. Do Eskimo -studentt actually prefer the

temporary, intermittent? work. Nailable in the vil-
lages? Do they wants to leave their villages for higher-
baying jobs in, the cities? Do they prefer working with
peokle to jobs dealing with information or things?
Our scenario items were designed to test these and
other assumptions..

The literature on work,values identifies at least
two dimensions for these values: intrinsic and extrin-
sic (for a review of the literature which employs these

. dimensions, see Andrisani and Miljus, 1977; and Alvi,
141). Intrinsic values are thos embodied in actually
doing the workusing one's abilities or skills,,peing
creative, pursuing one's interests, meeting challenges,...
and so on.:Extrinsic vatues aretthose that are realized
outside the actual job ithelfgaining respect or pres-
tige, attaining security ind a comfortable standard of
living, increasing one's leisure time and activities, and
so on.. Intrinsic values are thus realized in the work
process, extrinsic values are realized not in the
process but in certain ends touwhich the job is merely
the mearts---' 1

...u-----
-,

' Some 're4searchers have also identified a third
dimension' of work values, a residual category that
Rosenburg (1957) called "people-oriented" values
(i.e., chance to work with people, chance to help I

community) and that Ginzburg (1951) named the
"concoinipitant" dfrnerision (i.e., elements of the
work environment including colleagues, working.
conditions, and job surroundings).

, In analyzing results from the scenario.ite'ms, we
have adopted the cionventional dimensions of .the

Intrinsic and extrinsic. Because of the importanCe of
alternative work sch.ed'ules and woric locations in
corthern areas, we have created a third dimension of
alues'. These include individual preferences, for part-

year or year-round work, part-time or full-time
work, and work in one's hometown or in a distant
-town. Fin ly, as we were interested in discovering if
the tradit onal Eskimo community service value
orientatio was reflected in contemporary young
people's ork choices, we presented two scenario
items in which student's had to choose between
community service values and extrinsic values. Thus,
our scenario items measure student values aldrig four
dirhensions. extrinsic, intrinsic,, work schedule and
location, and the' trade-off between 'icommunity/ \...

service and extrinsic values. e
. .



Work Schedtile and Location c I

Prefer a Part-Year Job with Lower Annual Ppy OR
a Year-Round Job with Higher Annual Pay

(Table)0)

A common view of rural Eskimos is that they
prefer part-year jobs that leave them free to engage in
subsistence hunting, fishing, and food gathering
dunng the appropriate seasons (e.g., during spring
whaling and sealing time, herring and salmon runs,

Table 10

Prefer a Part-Year Job with Lower Annual Pay
OR a Year-Round job with Higher Annual Pay*

Working
Condition

I R u ra I Eskimo Urban Whites
Male Fernsale All Male Female All

Year-
Roupd Job 65% 72% 68% 71% 59% 64%

Part.
Yeer Job_ 35 28 32 29 41 36

Total 1 00% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Number of
Students (111) (90) (201) (49) (65) (114)

Ethnic Differences: n.s.

Sex Differences: Eskimo: n.s.
Whites: n.s,

*The Question read: -
Patricia has a job that is year-rotind. But after work,

on weekends, and during vacations, she has time to do

other things she likes to do like fishing, hunting, visiting,
.and so on. She finds that the money she earns buys her
the things that make life easier for het family.,

Mary prefers to work part of the year. The rest of the
time, she does other things she wants to do. Mary
doesn't earn as much money as Patricia does. But it is
more important to Mary that she is not tied down to a
year-round job and has the time to do what she wants.

Which do you think you would like best, a job like
Patricia's or a job like Mary's?"

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students,
1980.

caribou season, and so on.) In fact, neaii7O percent
of our rural Eskimo sample preferred' year-round oc-
cupations to part-year jobs. Though a slightly higher
proportion of females than males preferred year-
round jobs, the difference is not statistically
significant.

These findings tend to support the resultprof
Smith (1974) and Lampe (1974) .who found that
Native students in Canada preferred work patterns
similar to those preferred by Euro-Canadians. Our
endings do, however, differ from those that Klein-

. feld, Kruse, and Travis (1981) obtained among the
Inupiat Eskimo of the North Slope; they found that
69 percent of the miles they surveyed wanted part-
year occupations. This difference may be due to the
structure of occupations for males on the Noth
Slope where seasonal jobs, such as construction
supported by oii dollars, pay very well, enabling
workers to? earn a year'ewages in a few months.
Moreo4r, whereas our sample was *de up of high
sqhool students, the Kleinfyet al. study suiyeyed
adult male workers.

Urban white students display a similar prefer-
.

row' enc6.for yem-rOund wor)c. White males are slightly
more likelrto prefer 'year-round ork than are
females,' but the difference is not significant. This

'trend is the reverse of.What we found among Eskimo
students.
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Prefer to Work 20 to 30 Hours, 40 Hours, OR
More than 40 Hours per Week with Commensurate

Differences in Pay (Table 11)

This scenario 'iteni also offers alte ative work
patterns. A substantial majority of bót Male' and
female .Eskimo students 'preferred a &nventional
40-hour work week to either part-week work or jobs
requiring overtime. Similarly, a majority of white
students -preferred a 40:hour work week., White
females,. differed from white males in that a larger
propoltion of women were likely- to prefer part-time
jobs. Correspondingly, a larger proportion of men
than .women.,chose jobs that required morethan
40 hours of work per week.

When we compare the findings from these first
two scenario itemsthe preferred work pattern that
emerges is the same for both groups: year-round,
40-hour week occupations. Our findings fail to
support the view Ehatssural Eskimo students piefer
seasonal, part-time emplbyment. Rather, our results
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- Table 11

Prefer to Work 20 to 30 Hours, 40 Hours, OR
More Than 40 Hours per Week with Commensurate

Differences in Pay*

Working
Condition

Rural Eskimo Urban Whites
Male Female All Male Female All

20-30 hrs 22% 23% 23% 16% 30% 24%
40 hrs. 69 69 69 72 '68 70
More than

.40 hrs 9 8 8 12 2 6

Total 100% 100% 100%. 100% 100% 100%

No. of
Students (112) (91) (203) (49) (66) (115)

Ethnidpifferences.

Sex Differences: Eskimo n.s

Whites: x2 = 7.62, p< .02

Ethnic Group by Sex Differences: n.s.

*The question read.
Frank, George, and Andrew were discussing their jobs.

"I work between 20 and 30 hours per week," said Frank. "I
could earn more if I worked 40 hours. But I prefer to have
more time for other things."

Then George spoke: "I work a regular 40 hours per
week. I earn pretty good money this way. I do other things
I like on weekends or during vacations."

"I work a los of overtime, you know," said Andrew,
"more than 40 hours per week. I get paid very well for
working overtime. That means I earn a lot of money. But I
don't have much time to do other things."

Which,do you-think you would like best?

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students, 1980.

h

6 s ggest that the seasonal, part-time work patterns
c mon to rural Alaska may be structured not by
tpreference of future workers but rather by
the emplOyment topportunities and economic condi-
tions in the villages.

,Prefer Indoor OR Outdoor Job (Table 12)

Another widely held belief is that Eskimo males
prefer to work outdoor§. kesults from this scenario
item support this idea: 55 percent of the Eskimo men
surveyed preferred outdoor occupations. Rural

16

Eskimo women do not, however, share this prefer-
ence: 76 percent of the females chose indoor work
over outdoor work.

.
Urban white males also prefer outdoor work.

Indeed,-the proportion of white males with such a
preference was slightly larger thai the proportion of
Eskimo males with the same preference. The differ-
ence was not; however, significant. White females,
unlike their Eskimo counterparts, chose outdoor
work Over indpor work. In faci, nearly as many white
females as white males preferrgd working outdoors to
indoors. White fernale preference for outdoor work is
curious: Eskimo females probably spend more time
outside than do their white counterparts, as the*

Table 12

Prefer Indoor OR Outdoor Job*

Working Rural Eskimo Urban Whites
Condition Male ....esinede All Male Female All

Indoor 45% 76% 59% 39% 42% 41%

Outdoor 55 24 41 61 58 59

Total 100% T00% 100% 100% 100% 100%

No. of
Students 4109) (88) (1971 (49) (66) (115)

Ethnic Differences: x2 = 9.44, p < .01

Sex Differences: Eskimo: x2 = 18.29, p < .001
Whites: n.s.

Ethnic Group by Sex Differences:
Eskimo Females-White Females: x2 = 16.74, p < .001
Eskimo Males-White Males: n.s.

The question read:
Lucy's job is .mostly indoors. Though she would pre-

fer to be outside when the weather is nice, she is glad to
be inside when it gets cold or the weather is bad.

Ruth's job requires her to be outdoors a great deal.
She likes being outside most of the time, even though
sometimes the weather turns bad.

Which type of job-would you prefer, a job lilce Lucy's
or a job like Ruth's?

SoUrce: ISER Survey of Occupaional Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students,
1980.
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participate in a wide range of subsistence activities.
Perhaps white Students tend to romanticize outdoor
occupations much as nonfarming people tend to
romanticize life on the farm:

Prefer Lower-Paying Job in Hometown OR
Higher-Paying Job in Large Town or City Away

from Home (Table 13)11

Rural Eskimo students of both genders preferiede
lower-paying jobs in their hOme village to higher-
paying jobs in a larger town. Gliven the close family
and social ties charfcteristic of village life, we had
anticipated this result., -Indeed, it was. mildly surpris-
ing that a larger groportion of our rural sample did
not indicate such a preference.

We did not anticipate, however, that our white
sample would show a similar preference for a lower-
paying job at home to a higher-paying job in a larger
place. We had hypothesized that urban white students
would show a tendency towards greater mobility.
This was not the case. The idea of a "place like
Anchorage" may have conjured up the social prob-
lems attendant to city life or awakened regional
rivalries between Anchorage and Fairbanks. *Rather
than indicating a preference for being close to home,
urban white students' responses may express a
distaste for the particular city named.

Summary
As our findings on the above items show, rural

Eskimo and *urban white students hold much the
same values on working conditions. Both groups
preferred to work at year-round, 40-hour-per-Week
occupations. Both preferred lower-paying jobs in
their- hometowns to higher-paying jobs in a larger
place away from home. Both Eskimo and white
males as well as white females preferred jobs outdoors
to indoor jobs. These findings run counter to the
conventional belief that Eskimos prefer temporary,
seasonal, and part-time occupations to permanent,
year-round, and full-time work.

11To exemplify a "larger place" for our rural sample, we
included " like Bethel," the regional center for students in the
Lower Yukon area: For our urban sample, we used the phrase
"like AUchorage" to exemplify a "larger place."

411.

I
Table 13

Prefer Low-Paying Job in Hometown OR Higher-
Paying Job in City Away from Home*

P,

Extrinsic Rural Eskimo
Dimension Male Female AB

Urban Whites
Male Female All

Job in Home-
town 61% 57% 59% 56% 62% 60%

Job Away fi
.39from Home 43 41 44 40 40

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%'

No. of
Students (112) (89) (201) (50) (66) (116)

Ethnic Differences: n.s.

Sex Differences:, Eskimo: n.s.
Whites: n.s.

*The question read:
(Rural Version) Patrick has a job at home in his own vil-.

lage. He could make more money if he porked in a larger
place like Bethel, but he would rather work at home where
he is close to his family and friends.

Nick left his village to get a job in Bet el 'di pays him
very well. He enjoys all the activities of rger place, but
he must be away from his family and ff1eJsmost of the
year.

Which type of-job would you prefer, a job like Patrick's
or a job like Nick's?

(Urban Version) Patrick has a job in his hometown. He
could make more money if he moved to another place fike
Anchorage, but he would rather work in his hometown
where he is close to his family and friends.

'ck left his hometown to get a job in another city
which him well. He enjoys all the activities of a larger
place, Ifut he must be away from his family and friends

'most of the year.
Which type of job would you prefer, a job like Pa6;ick's

or a job like Nick's?

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students, 1980.
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Extrinsic Values ,

Prefer LoWer-Paying Job with Advancement
Potential OR Higher Paying Job without Prospect

of Advancement (Table 14)

.We ,intended this item to gauge the career
ambitions of our samples, ,A majority, of our rural
Eskimo respondents preferred a lower-paying job that
held out the promise of advancement to a higher-
paying job that lacked the potential for advancement.
Women were slightly more interested in job with
advancement potential than we the

.70,:i
qset.,Vdifference wa not significtr4.

A very large majority of urban white students
alsoi chose the lowex-paying job with advancement
potential. The proportion of males4tid, females
choosing this option was nearly the san1e.V-w4,

When we compare the results from each group,
we find that a significantly larger proportion of urban
white th'an rural Eskimo students prefer the job with
advancement potential. This would seem to indicate
that more white students than Eskimo students
entertain ambitions for rising in a work- organization
h iercarchy. re

Table 14

Prefer Lower-Paying Job with Advancement Potential OR Higher-Paying Job
without Prospect of Advancement*

Extrinsic Dimension
Rural Eskimo

Male Female All Male

Lower-Paying with
Advancement 62% 66% 64% 84%

Higher-Paying without
Advancement 38 36 16

Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

No. of Students (111) (90) (201) (51)

Ethnic Differences: x2 = 13.99, p < .001

Sex Differences: Eskimo: n.s.
Whites: n.s.

Ethnic Group by Sex Differences:
.Eskimo Females-White Females: x2 = 7.05, p < .01
Eskimo Males-White Males: x2 = 8,04, p < .01

, Urban Whites
Fema,

85%
;-

85*

15

,

160%

, (116)

r4,

*The question read:
Marie's job offers her the chance to get ahead, to move up to better job; in the fu e. Marie's job

doesn't ply high wages right now. But if she does her job well, she will be able to ge a job with higher
wages and a lot more responsibility.

Lorraine's job pays more than Marie's job right now. But Lorraine's job doesn't really lead on to
higher positions. Lorraine says she likes it that way. She'd rather make money now, and she doesn't
really care about trying to get a higher position with more pay and more responsibility.

Which type of job would you prefer more,.a job like Matte's or a job like Lorraine's?

Source. ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks and Southwest Eskimo High School Students,
1980.
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Pmfer a Steady Job with LoWer kut'Secure IncOine
OR.Temporary jp.I3 with HigherbutiLess Secure

IOme (Tablep15)

s we noted above, some observers of rural
employment have conclpded that, Eskimos 'prefer
seasonal, highTtying jobs $ i steady, ftAer-paying
employment.:Vie findi fKleinfe1d, kruse, and
Travis (1981)Istiggest that this is true for.male Eskimo
workers on Ole Isjorth Slope. When we presented

' rural studene-iespondents with the choice between a
highet-paying, tedWorary jecilkland a I;ower-paking,
"perment job, fully pree-ters ofAlse surv6ed
pieriVireethe more secure job. MoreoverNere was
no difference between men and womere Again,

4,f "ire it should be noted, however, that Eskimo adolescents
1"4

Table 15

Prefer a Steady Job with Lower but Secure Income
OR Temporary Job with Higher

but Less Secure income*

Extrinsit Rural Eskimo
Dimension Male' Female AU Ma

Steady Job
Temporary Job

Lirban Whites
Female All

76% 74% 75% 71% 85% 79%
24 26, 25 29 15 , 21

Total 100% 100% MO% 100%

No. of Students (MO),

Ethnic Djfferences: n.s.

ex Differences: Eskimo:
White,s: rs. .

(9

*The question read:
big reas.on that John took his job is that it will last for

a long time.lhos.e, ,c1 haye taken other jobs which would
have paid hirn,.:rnbetter, but these jobs woulcln't last
very Ion.% John .wils.Thore concerned atout !wing a steady
job apd*ag8 he could count on.

pement's job will not Jest as long as John's job. His
Wifoi4s.`ire much higher than John's. When there is work,
Clement makes very good money. But he can't count on
having work in the future.

Which type of job would you prefer more, a job like
John's or a job like Clement's7

) (51)

100% 100%

(66) (117)

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbank?
.and Southwest Eskimo High ISchool Students, 1980.

in the Lower Yukon arta constituted our samplea
very different group from Eskimo workers on the
North Slope,

Urban white students held the same preference.
WOoten overwhelmingly (85 percent) cliose the secure

.4% job option.
. These findings lend further support to our

contention that the temporary jobs common to rural
Alaska may reflect not a preference, but rather the
employment opportunities available to rural resi-
dents.

Summary
Results from these two scenario items, which

were intended to reveal students' value orientations
on extrinsic rewards, produced mixed results. A clear
majority of- both groups showed an orientation
towards security and towards jobs with advancement
potential. `The proportion of students for whom
advancementopportunities were important was, how-
ever, signifi ily greater for urban whites than for
rural Eskim . 43While our findings on job security
support our.,rearlier contention that Eskimo students
are as intereiied insteady jobs as are white students,
the results on 'advancement opportunities seem to
indicate that more white students than.Eskimo have
ambitions in the job setting:

Intrinsic Values

Prefer a Job Dealing with Things, Paper, and,
Information, OR People (Table 16)

This item is common to questionnaires designed
to determine an individual's work activity orienta-
tion. Our findings reveal significant differences in
students' orientations, both by ethnic grottp and by
gender.

More male Eskimo students preferred td work-
with things than with - paper and information oi:1-

people. The preferred work activity for female
Eskimo students was to 'deal with paper and informa-
tion.

Similar differenceCin, prefererkces existed be-
tween 'males and females in our urban white sample.

, Urban white maleslike rural Eskimo malesthoses
the job dealing primarily with things. Females, on
the other hand, preferred the job dealing mainly with

people. Thus, while the males of both groups pre-
ferred jobs dealing principally with things, Eskimo

19
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Table 10-

Prefer Job Dealing with Things, Paper and
Information, OR People*

Intrinsic
, Dimension

Rural Eskimo
Male Female All

Things 59% 27% 45%
Paper & Ink; 26 4- 35
People 15 26 20

Total 100% 100% 100%

Number of
Students,' (11O) 189) 11 9) 151) 166) 1117)

7

Urban Whites
Male Female All

59% 21 9

12 2

29

100'' 100%

Ethnic Di rences x2r 17 14, p 00
4

Sex Differ es: Eskuno. x2 = 20 60, p < .001
Whites. x2 = 17 70, p < .001

Ethnic Group by Sex Differences:
Eskimo Females-White-females: x? = 9.89, p < .01
Eskimo MalesWhite Males: X2 = 6.51, p < 02

*The qi;estion read.
Sally's job requires her to work with things most of the

time. There are other people where she works, but her job
requires her to work with her hands most of the time.

Rose's job is mostly at a desk. She works with papers,
forms, aricl information. Sometimes she also works with
people.

Donna's job is mostly with people. She spends most of
her day talking with people and listening to people. She
rarely works with things. .

Which type of job would. you prefer, a job like Sally's 0,9
Rose's or Donna's'

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Vakies of Fairbanks
and Southwest'Eskimo High School Students, 1980.

4

females more often chose the job dealing with paper
and information, and white females preferred work-
ing with people.

Prefer Closely Supervised Job OR
More Autonomous Job (Table 17)

A second intrinsic value is the degree of auto-
nomy students would prefer on a job. A Majority of
the rural Eskimo respondepts preferred a more

20

autonomous job to a more closely supervised one.
The same proportion of males ,as females chose the
option.

Urban whitesalso preferred the autonomous
job. But, whereas 67 percent of the females opted
for the autonomous job; 86 percent of the males did
so. Among urban white males, this is an unusually
prevalent value.

Table 17

Prefer Closely Supervised Job OR More
Autonomous Job*

Intrinsic
Dimension

Rural Eskimo , Urbli Whites
Male Female, All Male Female All

Supervised
Job 43% 43% 43 % 14% 33% 25%

Autonomous
Job 57 57 57 86 67. 75

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% .100%

Number of
Students

,

(113) (91) (204) (50) (66) (116)

Ethnic Differences: x2 = 10.49, p < .01

Sex Differences: Eskimo: n.s.
Whites: x2 = '4.68, p < .03

Et6ic Group by Sex Differences:
Eskimo Female's.White Females: n.s.
Eskimo lyes-White Males: x2 = 13.25, p< .001

*The question read:
nest works under a supervisor who is around most of

the ffme. The supervisor dives Ernest certain tasks to do.
When Ernest has a question, the supervisor answers it.

-Though Ernest sometimes gets mad at being bossed too
much, he is always sure about what-fies.kupposed to do.

Anthony works by himself most of tfie time. His super-
visor isn't around much. When problems arise, Anthony
must find out how to solve them. Anthony likes being on
his own, but sometimes ft is hard for him to know what he
should do.

Which type of job would you prefer, a job like Ernest's
or a job like Anthony's?

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values df Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimia High School Studentyl 980.
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AlthoUgh a Majority of both ethnic groups
preferred the more autonomous job, the proportion
of white students who chose this option was signifi-
cantly greater than the proportion of Eskimos making
the same choice. While the difference between
Eskimo and white females was not large, urban white
males were much more likely than their rural Eskimo
counterparts to opt for the more autonomous occu-
pation.

Prefer a Job with Leadership and Supervaory
Responsibility OR Not (Table -18)

when we asked students whether they preferred
a job with leadership responsibilities or not, a 'slight
majority of the rural Eskimo students we surveyed
preferred a job without such responsibilities. While
males were almost evenly split bptween the options,
nearly two-thirds of the Eskimo females opted for the
jbb withoutleadership responsibility.

A majority of the urban white females, on the
other hand, chose the job that entailed leadership
duties. As there was no statistically significant
difference between Eskimo and white men on this
value, the substantial difference betskreen Eskimo and
white females accounts for most of the difference we
found between the two ethnic gropps. Unlike ;our
Eskimo sample, the white sample produced no sig-
nificant difference between the genders.

These differences lead us .to speculate on the
role of leadership in rural .Eskimo and urban white
cultural settings. Leadership is a quality highly prized
and much touted in white culture. In Eskimo cul-
ture, however,, there is a preference for organizational
roles which are cooperapve rather than directive and
for corporate as opposed to individual decisioh-
making. What passes for "firni and decisive" leader-
ship in Anglo society may be derided as "bossy" hi a
rural Eskimo setting.

Prefer Routine, Und;'manding JO OR More
Challenging Job that Demands After-Work Efforts

(Table 19)

aural Eskimo students, both male and female,
clearly preferred the routine job to the more challeng-
ing job. Urban white females similarly opted Dor the
more ,,routine job although the peportion choosing
thb option was somewhat s eller than the rural
gskimo case:

Table 18

Prefer Job with Leadership and Supervisory
Responsibility OR Not*

ln'trinsic
Dimension

Rural Eskimo Urban Whites
Male Fethale All Male Female All

Job w/Leader-
ship Respon-
sibility 51% 36% 44% 62% -58% 60%

Job w/o Leader-
ship Respon-
sibility 49 64 , 56 38 42 40

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 1 00%

Number of
Students (111) (90) (201) (50) (66). (115)

Ethnic Difference: x2 = 6.80, p < .01

Sex Differences: Eskimo: x2 = 4.40, p < .05
Whites: R.s.

Ethnic Group by Sex Differences:
Eskimo Females-White Females: x2 = 7.46, p < .01
Eskimo Males-White Males: n.s.

*The question read:
Part of Dorothy's job is being a leader for other people

.who work where she does. fhey look to Dorothy to know
what to do next and to help them when a problem comes
up. When things go well, Dorothy gets a lot of the credit.
But when things go badly, she must take the responsibility.

Being a leader is not part of Marvella's job. She is.only
responsible for doing her job as best she can. She doesn't
get as much credit as Dorothy does when things go well.
But then, she doesn't have to take as much responsibility
when things go badly.

Which type of job would you prefer, a job like Doro-
thy's pr a job like Marvella's?

'Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and-Southwest EskimP High School Students, 19 0.

The most substantial differerfce occurred with
urban white males. Nearly two:thirds of these sfu-
dents preferred the more demanding job. Indeed,
urban white males constituted the only subsamPle in
which the majority of respondents chose the more
challenging.bp tions.
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. f Table 19

Prefer Routine, Undemanding Job OR More
Challenging Job that Demands After-Work Efforts*

Intrinsic Rub! Eskimo Urban Whites
Dimension Male Female All Male Female All

Routine 64'u 64% 64% 37% 54% 47%
Not Routine 36 36 36 63 46 53

Total 100% 100%, 100% 100% 100% 100°k

Number of
Stridents (109). (891 (198) (51) (65) (116)

Ethnic Differences. x2 = 9 27, p < .01

Sex Differences Eskimo. n s.
W ttes. n.s.

Ethnic Group by Sx Differences.
Eskimo Females-White Females: n s.
Eskimo MalesWhite Males x2 = 10.23, p < .01

`The question read:
Wassilie's job is pretty much the same every day. He en-

joys the job because it is not too demanding and leaves him
time and energy to do things at home with his family and
friends. He never has to think about his job after he leairgs
work

Larr y's job is demanding. He often has to use his imagin
anon to come up' with new solutions to problems Often he
becomes so interested in a problem that he Wbrks very hard
on it even after working hours. When he is home, he some-
times thinks about his job.

Which type of job would you prefer, a job hke Wassilie's
or a job like tarry's?

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students, 080.

This scenario, however, is actually two-dimen-
sional: challenging versus routine work and regular
work hours versus after-work hours. The ,notion of
"after workmg hours" appears only with "challeng-
ing." Students may have preferred `-`challenging
work" but not a job that necessitated working "after
working hours."

Summary
On each of the values in, the intrinsic dimension

of work, we have, foqi- significant differences by
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ethnicity. When Ike asked students about their work
activity preference, we found that malesboth

"'Eskimo and whitepreterred jobs in which they
would deal primarily with "things." Rural Eskimo
females chose a job in which they would works
mainly with paper and information while their urban
white counterparts preferred a job dealing primarily
with people.

Presented wic,h a choice between a more auto-
nomous .or a more closely supervised job, a majority
of each subsample chose the mote autonomous job.
Significantly more white males, however, preferred a
more autonomous job than any other subsample.
The responses of white females were more similar to
the rural Eskimo sample.

Urban white students seem more inclined to
take jobs in which fhey will have leadership responsi.
filities. White males prefer challenging jobs to more
routine jobs while male and female Eskimos. and
white females more often choose the -less demanding
job.

Our findingg iuggest that urban white students
differ from rural Eskimo students in whak they look
for in a job. White males were more likely to look for
job opportunities that offer autonomy, leadership
responsibility, and challenge. White females indicated
that they valued the same rewards but challenge was
less important to them than it was to the men.
Eskimo students, on the other hand, more often
preferred closely supervised and routine jobs. Males
were evenly divided in their preference for a job with
or without 'leadership responsibility, while females
clearly preferred not to have such responsibility.
Differences in all these values were, however, modest.

Community Service Value vs, Extrinsic Rewards

Two scenario itehls asked studente to choose
between jobs which are helpful to the community
and jobs which offer good pay or high status. We
intended these items to test the hypothesis that
"helping the community" was a stronger value among
rural Eskimo students than among urban white
students. Besides being a traditionally important
value among the Eskimos, "helping the community"
is emphasized by present community leaders in the
rural areas. If we were to find that Eskimo stu-
dent.; strongly preferred jobs that "helped the com-
munity," it might reveal one of the values underlying
their occupational and.educational preferences.
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Prefer a Job with High Status OR a Job with Good
Income for Family OR a Job with the Satisfaction

of Helping the Community (Table 20)

We asked students to choose one of tijhe
possible bases for social standing: (1) a high- atus
occupation, (2kgood income, or (3) helpii the,
community. While a majority of rural skimo
females agreed that social status depe on how
much one helps the community, males mt5st frequent-

ly chose a good income.
Urban whitj males, like their ruralounterparts,

agreed that an income which enabled one to take care
of one's family was what determined social prestige.
White females most frequently selected high occupa-
tional status as t e primary determinant of prestige.

Interest there was no tistically signifi-
cant difference betw imo an4 white males.
There was a markedly significant diffe ence, however,
between Eskimo and white females.

Our expectation that rural Eskimo students
mOre often than urban white students would agree
that "helping the community" was the primary
§ource of social prestige was, thUs, ,only partially ful-
filled.

Prefer LoWer-Paying, Community-Service-Oriented
Job OR Higher-Paying Job without Community-

. Service Orientation (Table 21)

This scenario-presented students with the option
of a job that was helpful to the community but did
not pay as well is another job that lacked the
community-service dimension. Nearly half of our
Eskimo sample chose the lower-paying job with the
community-service orientation. Virtually the same
proportion of both males and females chose this
option.

Urban white female respondents differed strong-
ly from white males. Whereas half of the white fe-
miles preferred the community-service job, 80 per-
cent of the white males opted for the higher-paying
job without the community-service.orientation.

Again, results only partially supported our
hypothesis. Although half of our rural Eskimo sample
chose the lower-paying community-service job, an
equal proportion of urban white females chose the
same option':

Sumniary
Results from these two scenario items seemed to

Table 20

Prefer a Job-Vvith High Occupational Status OR
Job with Good Income for Family OR Job
with Satisfaction of Helping Community*

Occupational
Reward

Rural Eskimd Urban Whites
Male Female All Male Female AU

High Occup.
Status 17% 23% 20% 26% 41% 34 %

Good Income 48 23 37 48 ( 33 40
Satisfaction
. Helping

Commun. 35 54 43 26 26 26

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

No. of
Students (111) (90) (201) (50) (66) (116)

Ethnic Differences: x2 = 12.40, p < .01

Sex Differences: Eskimo: x2 = 12.81, p < .01
Whites: n:s.

Ethnic Group by Sex Differences:
Eskimo Females-White Females: x2 = 12.63, p< .01
Eskimo MalesWhite Males: n.s.

*The question read:
Elena, Mildred, a (ld Lisa were talking together one day

about the kind of jo they wished to have when they fin-
ished their schooling.

"I'd really like to be a doctor or a teacher or something
hke that," said Elena. "You know, some kind of a job that

d.. people really respect you for. That would make my family
very proud of me."

"I don't think it really matters what kind of job you
ido," Mildre c replied. "Just so you get enough money to

take care of pour family. That's what people respect you
for, not whether you have this job or that job.

"I don't agree," argued Lisa. "I think people respect you
most because of Mat you do to)iélp the village. What's im-
portant is whether you share stuff and help people out."

Who would you agree with most, Elena, Mildred, or
Lisa?

Source. I-SER Survey, of edcupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students, 1980.

show that, while the community-service value is
important for rural Eskimo females, it may not have
the same importance for rural males. There is little

6
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Table 21

Prefer Lower-Paying, Community-Service-Oriented Job OR Higher-Paying Job
without CommunityService Occupation*

Occupational Situation
Rural Eskimo Urban Whites

Male Female All Male Female All

Lower-Paying Job with
Community Service 48% 49% 48% 20% 50% 37%

Higher-Paying Job with-
, out Community Service 52 51 52 80 50 63

- To ta 1 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

No. of Students (111) oil (202) (511 (66) (117)

Ethnic Differences: x2 = 4.16, p < .05

Sex Differences: Eskimo: n.s.
Whites: x2 = 0.16, p < .001

Ethnic Group by Sex Differences:'
Eskimo Females-White Females: n.s.
Eskimo Males-White Males: x2 = 11.64, p< .001

*The question re'ad:
David's job pays him very well, and he is able to buy a lot of things he wants for himself and his fam-

-ily. David cannot see how his job helps people in the village from day to day, but he does helpothem by
sharing things that he is able to buy with the money be earns.

Henry doesn't earn as much money as David does. His family doesn't have as moll as David's famHy,
although tbey have enough. But Henry's job helps people in the village. He can see that from day to day
their lives are a littler easier because of the job he does.

Which type of job would you prefer, a job like David's or a job like Henry's?

Source. ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks and Southwest Eskimo High School Students,
1980.

reason to beli9v7e- that the community-service orien-
tation of rurar Eskimos is stronger than it is for urban
white females.

Clearly, urban white males value the extrinsic
reward of good wages above community-service. Yet,
even on this dichotomy, our fmdings are somewhat
mixed. Equal proportions of Eskimo and white
males agreed that arr income sufficient to take good
care of a family was the major element in good social
standing.

Work Values: Reasons for Occupational Choice

In addition to the scenario items just presented,,
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we also asked students their primary reason for
choosing particular jobs.

Our rural Eskimo respondents, showed signifi-
cant differences between men and women. The
"opportunity to be helpful to others" was the reason
most often cited by females, while males chose
"provides free time" most often. This result for
males is interesting in light of our overall finding that
these rural Eskimo students want full-time, year-
round work. For females, the second and third, most
frequently cited reasons were "chance to travel" and
"chance baluse my talents." Men selected "chance to
use my talents" and "opportunity to be helpful to
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others" most often after "fre time." Overall, the
most frequently mentioned reapns for choosing an
occupation were, in order of im dance. (1) "oppor-
tunity to be, helpful to others, ' (2) "chance to use
my talents," (3) "provides free time," and (4)
"chance to travel." The least frequently cited reasons
were "let'S me'l)e my own boss," and "interesting to
do."

Urban white Students of both sexes agreed on
the three'primary reasons for choosing the jobs they.
wanted: (1) "interesting to do," (2) "pays good
wiges" and (3) "chance to use my talents." The order
of importance was, however, slightly different for
each sex. men most frequentlSr chose "pays good
wages" followed by "interesting to do" while women
most often cited "interesting to do" followed by

a

"chance to use my talenis."

t

These findings, tend to confirm what we found
above in our analysis of the scenario sitf ms. For
urban ,white students, the intrinsic dimension of the'
job ("interesting to do") is more important than it
is for rural Eskimo students. ,Rural Eskimo students
tended to emphasize-the extrinsic,value of "commun-
ity service." Eskimo males differed from all other
subsamples in their primary emphasis on "free
time"another extrinsic value. "Good wages" was an
important determinant of job choice for urban whites
'out less important for rural Eskimo respondents. /For
both ethnic groups, "chance to use My talents" was
one of the three most frequently cited reasons for
choosing the jobs they Wanted.
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CONCLUSIONS

We offer here a brief review of out major find-
ings in answer- to the questions we raised in our

,introduction.

What are theiftEducational Plans and Aspirations of
Rural Eskimo Students? Do they Differ from

Those of Urban White Students?

Nearly, all of our Eskimo tespondents were
interesitd in post-secondary education. A very high
proportion aspired to attend a 4-year college. Many,
'however, preferred to spend a year or two after high
school wogiang or staying at home before continuing
their education.

The only differences we found between the
educational aspirations and plans of rural Eskimos
and those of urban white students were in where and
when they wished to attend college. White students
preferred colleges outside of Alaska while Eskimo
students wished to attend in-state institutions. White
students also preferred tO begin college immediately
after high school. These differences are, obviously, of
minor importance.

What Kinds of Jobs do Rural Eskinto Students
Want? Do they Differ from the Jobs that Urban

White Students Desire?

Rural _Eikimo students most frequently men-
tioned technical or managerial occupations as jobs
they would like to haye. Similarly, when asked
what are the most desirable jobs, they chose profes-
sional occupations. The "traditional" occupations of
hunter fisherman, trapper, and homemaker ranked
muc lower than "modern" professions. After
profe ional, technical, or managerial occupations,
wo en most frequently mentioned clerical, sales,

d service jobs while men chose structural or "tradi-
tional" occupations.

When we ompared the- job choices Of urban
ites with thoe of rural Eskimos, we,found that a

cantly 1arer proportion of white students
erred professional, technical, or managerial occu-

ions..There was little difference, however, between
e two ethniq groups in which jobs they considered

desirable: whith, like Eskimo, students ranked profes-
sions as the most desirable kinds of jobs. Occupa-.
tions for which we found significant differences were

those thatlike health aide and teacherhad special
importance in the villages. Indeed, health aide and
teacher rank near the top on all occupational mea-

. sures for Eskimo students.
Our findings that rankings on a desirability scale

are similar across cultures its consistent with the
results of other studies (Treinian, 1973,). That more
Eskimo students did not ention professions when
asked what job they wan may indicate that their
expectations of what jobs ey will get differs from
their set Of desirable jobs. The literature, as we have
seen, also suggests that occupational aspirations are
affected by the ethnicity of the respondent (Edington
et al., 1975; Kuvlesky and edington, 1976; Gottfred-
son, 1978). That Alaskan Natives tend to have some-
what lower aspirations than whites is consistent with
the findings of thete earlier studies.

Finally, we found that both rural Eskimo and
urban white students "show upward mobility when
their occupational aspirations are compared to their
parents' jobs. This finding is consistent with that of

' Kuvlesky and Edington (1976) for Mexican-
American, Anglo, blaCk, and Native American youth.
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What Working Conditions do Rural Eskimo Students
Prefer? Do they Differ from the Conditions Which

Urban.White Students Prefer?

Observations of jobs in the rural areas have led
some educators to believe that Eskimo students
prefer seasonal, part-time jobs. Findings of at least
one study of North Slope Eskimo workers fKlein-
feld, yruse, and Tievis, 1981) confirm this preference
among male workers. Our findings, however, show
that Eskimo students in these Yukon villages prefer
permanenf, year-round, 40-hour-per-week jobs to
the temporary, seasonal, part-time work associated.
with Eskimo workers. At the same time, however,
Eskimo males most frequently indicated "leaves me a
lot of free time" as the priniary reason for choosing
the job to. which they aspired.

We found that rural Eskimo and urban white
students differed significantly only on their prefer-
ence for outdoor work. Because a high proportion of
white females want outdoor jobs, a significantly

\higher prop rtion of white students than EskimO
.
students pre er outdoor to indoor work. When askea
about their references for hours, place of work, and
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duration of job, our samples did not differ signifi-
cantly.

What Kinds of Rewards do Rural Eskimo Students
Want from Jobs? Do They Differ from Those that

Urban White Students Want? --%""-

Certain intrinsic valuesautonomy, leadership
responsibility, and challengeare significantly less
important for rural Eskimo students than they are for
urban white students: Work Attivity preferences
another intrinsic valuealso differ: both Eskimo and
white males prefer to deal with 'things ph-ft-Eskimo
females would rather work with data and informa-
tion, and white females prefer to deal with people.

For the extrinsic values of advancement and
security, we found that a majority of both samples
valued jobs that offered these rewards over jobs that
offered more money. For a significantly larger
proportion of urban whites, however, job advance-
ment was more important than a higher salary.

Finally, our findings on the community-service
value orientation of ruçal Eskimo students fas
somewhat mixed. Femal s from both ethnic groups
showed distinct .com unity-service orientation.
When we asked students to choose ketween higher
pai or community service, we found that Eskimo
rakes were almost evenly split between the two while
white males decidedly preferred higher wages 'more
than community service. Yet Eskimo males thought
"bemg helpful to other people" was a very important
reason for choosing a job more often than any other
reason. .

That we found differences in the importance
that rural Eskimo and urloan white students placed on
intrinsic and extrinsic rewards for our samples sup-
ports previous research which shbwed that work

ri

values were affected by the ethnicity and iØer of
the respondent (Alvi, 1981; Hofstede, 1980; afitte,
1974). Our results suggest that rural Eskimo sIidents
look for different rewards and bdnefits from a job
than do their urban white counterparts. It is import !
ant to keep in mind that urban white and rural
Eskimo students differ in their experience with
various occupations. Rural Eskimo students might
seek greater intrinsic satisfaction from work if they
were more familiar with occupational areas which
offered such rewards.

In conclusion, we see that 'Eskimo adolescents
resemble their white Counterparts more often than
not in their educational and occupational aspirations
and work values. nifferences do appear in some
areasfor example, the timing of post-secondary
education. In addition, a more fundamental differ-
ence may exist in the way each cultural group views
the area of wage work itself and the satisfactions that
such work !Illy offer. Our survey results raised this

, possibility, but our research was .not designed to
explore it, Further studies should examine possible
cultural differences in attitudes toward the role of
work as well as attitudes toward sped& aspects
of the job situation.

The fmdings of this study should alert teachers
to the high educational and occupational aspirations
of rural Eskimo youth. These attitudes may not be
apparent from casual observations. However, teachers
alsofrrieed to be sensitive to subtle cultural differences
in the ways in grhich young people"approach work
experience. 'Educational programs which provide
direct experience in a range of different jobs and
which also provide the opportunity for reflection 'and

'discussion may be particularly valuable for rural
students. *0
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APPENDIX A --

DESCRIPTION OF VILLAGE SITES

The four village, high schools from which our
sample of Eskimo students was'sirawn are &Scribed'
below. The data was originally collected its part of the
evaluation process for the Scientist-in-Residence pro-
ject funded by the National Institute of Education.

St. Mary'slis aCatholic boarding school located
in the village of St. Mary's (population 436) on the
Andreafskk River. Like, most villagers in this region,
the people of St. Mary's depend largely on. fish for
cash income. St. Mary's high school provides eduCa-
tion in grades 9 through 12 for itudents both from
the village and from throughout the region. Enroll-
ment at the end of the 1979-80 4hool year was 117.

Mountain Village is, one of the largest villages in
th region, with a population. of 600: A relatively

perous place, Mountain Village benefits from
mg, a fish canning plant, and its location as the
ool district's central office. The high school, for

the 1979-80 school year, had an enrollment of 64 in
grades 9 through 12.

The village of Emmonak; like Mountain Village,
is rather large, with a population of about 545. Fish-
ing is the keystone of its ecohomy. The high school,
consisting of grades 9 through 12, had 49 students
enrolled for the 1979-80 school year. Seventeeli miles
south of Emmonak is the second control site in the
village of Alakanuk (population :575). The high
school is about the same size as that in Emmonak
with 47 students in grades 9 through 12.

None of the 'schools have more than a few non-
Native students. The administrat. e personnel and
faculty are, on the other hand, hite with very few
exceptions. Many of the teachefs and administrators
,are new to village Alaska, and number have little or
no prior teaching experience. ,

Three of the sitesMt. Villag Emmonak, and
Alakanukfall within the same scIlQol district. _t.
Mary's is an an independent Cathoh school undei

e7
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the jurisdiction of the Diocese of Fairbanks. All are
isolated from urbanized Alaska and can only be
reached by air Or, in the summer anti fall, by 'water.
Telephone service is adequate though unreliable in all
the villages. All receive television transmissions via the
Alascom satellite network. .

The Scientist-in-Residence project team chose
these schools because of their similarities. All serve
Yupik Eskimo students and all are located in viages
of roughly the same size with similar economies apd
social structures. Another coffsideration in selectiah,--
was accessibility. Some villagessuclt as those on the
coast-7are weathered in much of the winter -and
spring, making travel impossible.

St. Mary's High School alone departs from the
mold of the typical village high school. Project mem-
bers chose it primarily because of its relative inde-
pendence from the political and administrative prob-
lems that frequently beset public schools. Thus, it
would be possible to examine the effects of the new
program apProach with less interference from unre-
latee iources. Moreover, a good deal of data already
existed on St. Mary's students and its academic pro-
gram from six years of intensive research conducted
by one of the project's meMbers, Professor Klein-
feld. Given this backlog of information, the project
team believed that they would be better able to assess
the effects of the Scientists' visits on the school.

Finally, the Willingness of school officials and
the local people to allow outside researchers and edu-
cators into their schools was a necessani criterion for
selection. The 'Lower Yukon School District, from
the first, supported the project's objectives and activ-
ities as did the faculty and administration at St.
Mary's High Schdol. This is a particularly important
criterion in rural Alaska where some districts are hos-
tile to outside researchers.

1
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APPENDIX B

DESCRIPTION OF VtIVIPLE

Table B-1

Residence of Southwest Eskimo
,High School Students

Residence Percent

Alakanuk 1.7%.

Emmonak 17

Mountain Village 21

St. Mary's 45
Total 100%

Npmber of Students (237)

Source: ISER Survey of Occupational Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students,
1980.

Tk:ile B-3

Sex of Fairbanks and Southwest Eskimo
.High School Students

Cultural Setting
Southwest

Sex Fairbanks Eskim
V ,

Male 47% 54

Female 53 46

Total 100% 100%
.

Number of Students (159) (237)

Source: ISER Survey of Occupationil Values of Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students;
1980.
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Table B-2

Place of Birth of Fairbanks and'Southwest
. Eskimo High School Students

Place of Birth

Culiurai Setting
Southwest

Firbanks Eskimo '

Fairbanks 33% 0%

Anchorage-Juneau 2 0
Alaska Town, Village 4 100

Other State -, 57 0

Fore Nation 4 0
Tot1 100% liF;

Nuinber of Students (157) (237)

§ource: ISER Survey of OccupationaValues of Fairbanks
ind Southtvest Eskimo High School Students,
1980.

Table 13-4

Grade Level of Fairbanks and Southwest Eskimo
High School Students

Cultu.ral Settin

. Grade - Fairbanks,
Southwest

Eskirdo

Ninth 31% 25%

Tenth 33 29

Eleventh 25 25
Twelfth 11 21

Total 100% 100%

Number of Students (159) (237)

Source: ISER vey of Occupational Values of _Fairbanks
and Southwest Eskimo High School Students,
1980.



APPENDIX C

SPECIFIC DCCUPATIONAL PREFERENCES

41444u
Table C-1

Specific Occunlional Aspirations by Ethnicity and Gender

Occupation
Rural Eskimo Urban Whites Rural Eskimo Urban Whites
Male Female Male Female Occupation Male Female Male Female

Professional, Managerial
and Technical
Engineer
Medicine & Health
Education
Airline Pilot
Bus. Mgr./Accountant
Arts
Law
Science
Self-Employed
Unspecified

Total

Clerical and Sales
Secretaries, Clerk-

Typists, Gen. Off.
Bookkeepers

es
.B1nk Tellers
Unspecified

Total

Service Occupation
Cook .
Stewardess or Airline

Agent
Fire Fighter
Police or State Trooper
Custodial
Post Office
Teacher's Aide
Child Care
Health Aide
Unspecified

Total

Agricultural, Fisheries,
Forestry, & Related
Subsistence Hunting,

Trapping, Fishing
Fishing
Farming & Other
Agricultural

Other Agricultural
Total

1

2
2
6
4
1

3
2
4

o
8
4
o
4
1

1

3
o
3

4
1

2
1

2
2
4
4
1

2

1

5
6

5
5
1

3
2
6

A

Processing Operation
Food Processing 1

Water 84 Sewer o
Other Processing 1

1

1

o

o
o
o

* Total 2

Mechanics and Machinery
Repair -

Aircraft Mechanic
Small 5h2ne Repair 1

Mechanrcs-Unspecified 8

2

o"

o

1

o
3 0

25

1

.1i 2
0
2

24

7
0
4
0

13

23

o
0
0
0
1.

34

7
0
0
0
1

Total 9

Bench Work Occupations
Electronic Technician o
Other Bench Work 1

0

1

o

4

1

1

o
1

.Total 1

Structural Work Occupations
Construction 4
Plumber
Electrician 2
Carpenter 9

Welder
Dr.kver-Trucks
ttructural-Unspecified 1

1

o
1

o
o
o
o
o

2

o
o
o
o
2
2
o

1

o
o
o
o
1

o
o

6

0

0
1

1

0
0
0
0
1

0

24

1

o
o-
1,
2
1

3

1

0

1

o
o
0
0

0

8

1

4
o

o

o ,
1

3

Total 16

Public Administr tion,
Native Organizètons
Local Governmeit, 2

Native Corps. \ 0
State Government 0
Federal Govt. (civil.) 0
Federal Govt. (military) 1

Govt.-Unspecified 1

1

1

o

4

2
o

1

1.

3

6
7

1

1

10

o
o

o
o

1

o
o

1

o

9

o
o

o
o

Total 4

Other 4

Don't Know 21

2

2

21

2,
..../

4

7

1

2

9

Grand Total 106 87 49 6515 o
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